AquaWash® Manual Bidet SpaLet® Seat with Telescoping Lid

- 5900A.05GT  Elongated Manual SpaLet® Bidet seat

AquaWash SpaLet seat features a modern design with a slim 2-3/8" (60mm) telescoping seat that accompanies any décor. This seat features a water pressured bidet seat with adjustable spray patterns and detachable nozzles; no electrical power required. This seat also features a one button push lift-off for easier cleaning; slow close hinges to prevent slamming of the seat and top mount installation for easier install. Fits most conventional toilets.

- Non-electric bidet feature with adjustable spray volume.
- Dual, self cleansing nozzles for independent front and back cleansing.
- Includes EverClean® surface which inhibits the growth of stain and odor causing bacteria, mold, and mildew on the surface
- Removable nozzle tips for additional cleaning.
- Slow-close seat and lid for users convenience.
- One-push Removable Seat for easier cleaning of the seat and bowl.
- Seamless telescoping lid design to conceal the seat ring.
- Includes mounting hardware and seat water supply.
- Internal Vacuum Breaker.

AVAILABLE SPARE PARTS
- 760241-200.0070A Mounting Kit
- 760240-200.0070A Bidet Shield

To Be Specified
- Color: White

SEE REVERSE FOR ROUGHING-IN DIMENSIONS AND PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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